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Introduction. 
The rig is developed to be as reliable and robust as possible. The design uses a tried and tested component set to achieve this. The rig is not a minimum 
weight design although weight has been saved where possible, it is capable of supporting up to 800g DSLR cameras safely. The components are 
replaceable from the Brooxes and GentLED parts list.   
 
Isolator switch.  
The rig will not operate until the isolator switch on the back of the battery box is thrown, see paragraph 1 below. 
 
Shutter release options.  
The rig is supplied with one of 3 Camera control methods:  
 

• IR remote by GentLED, the correct device for the camera is required. Fit the connector to the 3 pins shown in Fig 1. 

• Intervalometer on camera either by installing custom firmware such as CHDK, Magic Lantern or SDM or by use of a time lapse setting. The 
synchronisation between the shot interval and the pan movement will need adjustment of the timer and practice in using the control switch. 
Ideally there should be a short delay between the completion of the pan movement and the shutter release.  

• Shutter servo. Fit to the 3 pins shown in Fig 1. Shutter servos require a hot-shoe mount and a custom servo horn/arm. The shutter servo mount 
is custom made for the camera. See paragraph 10. 

 
Default settings  

• Pan step, 30 deg at servo, by reduction gear to 32 steps per circle. 

• Shot to shot interval 5s  

• Delay range 3s-10s 
 

Inspection of the rig  
Inspection is necessary prior to every use. There are a number of fixings which can work loose over time and familiarising oneself with the basic 
maintenance of the rig is recommended. There are 3 aspects which need attention: 
 

• Batteries, cables and connectors. All connectors can work loose, if the rig doesn't move when the 'on' switch is thrown gently push the blue 
timer inwards to restore contact.   

• The Picavet: check the security of the knot in the loop.  

• The pan gear and its bearing can seize if the nuts on the axle work loose. See paragraph 9 and Fig 6 below. 
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Fig 1 : The assembled rig ready for camera mounting.   
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1. Operation. The rig is supplied with 2 switches, one to isolate the batteries for shipping  
and another to operate the rig. On delivery, use a screwdriver, toothpick or similar 
probe to operate the isolator switch. Once set the control switch will turn the rig on 
and off. The control switch is designed to be easy to operate wearing gloves during 
launch and recovery and has a sprung detent.  Synchronising the switch operation with 
the camera intervaometer takes practice! The isolator is shown in the 'off' position in 
Fig 2. 

 
2. Batteries. The batteries are generic rechargeable AAA size cells. They may be 

recharged by any domestic AAA battery charger. The rig should not be stored for an 
extended period with the batteries left in the holder. To remove the batteries open the 
battery holder, apply gentle thumb pressure in the marked area and slide the lid 
upwards. Be sure to fit batteries with polarity as shown. Battery life can be expected to 
be around 20 hours of operation.   

 
3. Loose connectors. All connectors are of the JR/Futaba 3 pin type. It is possible for 

them work loose in transport. Push the pins firmly into the connectors (particularly the 
power supply into the timer) if the pan movement does not begin on use of the switch.  

 
4. Fitting the Camera. Fit the camera carefully and ensure the keeper is screwed tight. 

2 mounting options are provided to accommodate a vertical or the nadir camera 
orientation. Tilt can be introduced before the screw is tightened. 

 
5. Timing adjustment. The rig is equipped with an adjustable timer. Turing the brass 

screw with a small screw driver provides continuous adjustment between 5 and 10 
seconds. Adjusting the brass screw clockwise increases the period by ~1second per 
turn, rotate CCW to decrease the delay time.   

 
6. Servo alignment. The drive can fail if the servo becomes miss aligned in the Brooxes 

Better Gear Guide ( BBGG ) plate. The 2 bolts fixing the L plate to the BBGG should be 
tightened with the gears meshed.  

 
7. Picavet suspension. The Picavet is supplied ready laced but if required it should be re-

laced as shown in Fig 4. The ends at A can be joined to form a continuous loop. Inspect 
the Picavet regularly, wear on the line should be light as the KDH blocks minimise this. 
The joining knot (A) must be checked before flight. The Picavet can be stored by 

Fig 2 : Switch and battery location 
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Fig 3 : Use of KAPKlip 

drawing all the lines together at the cross end and tying them in a chain knot 
(Fig 5) which is fixed with an appropriate clip.  

 
8. Attaching Picavet to kite line. The KAPklips supplied can be fitted easily 

single handed. Pinch the clip to open the klip, hook it over the line and 

release. If the grip is loose gently bend up the top of the loop. When 
removing the klip from the line make sure the free end of the Picavet does 
not slip away from you by loosening the lower klip first and sliding it up the 
line so that both ends of the Picavet line are gripped in one hand before 
releasing both together. The Picavet line can weave itself into the spring part 
of the clip, while not a dangerous condition there is less wear on the line if it 
passes through larger eye of the klip. The KAPklip has been carefully 
designed by Brooks Leffler and made from the best steel for the job.  

 

 

  

Fig 5:(right) For storage the Picavet lines are chain knotted, starting at the cross end, and clipped at the last 
turn. (This 'L' rig is powered by a mobile 'phone battery and controlled by clickPan pro) 

Fig 4: (top, right)Picavet lacing diagram by Brooks Leffler. 
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Fig 7: (right)Pan gear adjustment: all nuts are counter tightened to prevent the pan gear turning against the axle.  

 
9. Pan bearing. Check the security of the fixings regularly, the assembly uses 

counter tightened nuts.  The 2 nuts below the driven gear and the 2 on 
either side of the Picavet cross with a 'nylock' nut at the top are counter 
tightened. This is best done with 2 x 7mm (M4) spanners (not supplied). 
The Picavet cross should not turn independently of the pan gear. Should the 
Picavet cross become loose the pan bearing nuts require counter tightening. The 
bottom nut should be secured whilst tightening the top one. The adjustment 
should not require excessive force. Do not force the Picavet cross to turn as 
you will not be able to turn the pan gear without the servo drive 
unscrewing. 

 
10. Shutter servo. For cameras which do not have an 

itervalometer/timelapse mode or an IR release available, remote control of 
the shutter is achieved by servo. Ideally the servo is mounted using the 
camera hot shoe. As there is no standard for shutter button position or 
travel the servo mount is a custom fitting for the camera. The movement 
of the servo is fixed by the Gentles clickPan device so its actuation is 
determined by its position relative to the shutter button and the start point 
of the servo arm. 

 

The servo mount slides into the hot shoe and should maintain 
the correct alignment once pushed home. The mount may 
rock a little on actuation, this is normal, the rivet acting as a 
pivot. A high torque, metal gear servo is recommended. 
 
Connection is by the 3 brass pins shown in Fig 1. A suitable 
IR remote (GentLED) trigger can be fitted to the same 
connector. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Fig 6: (above, left)Shutter servo fitted to hotshoe.  
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Replacement parts  

 

 Source 
1x Brooxes better gear guide (BBGG) 

1x Brookes Picavet cross 

4x  'KDH' blocks, line & ring 

1x Camera Keeper and lanyard. 

2x Brooxes KAP clips 

1x Gear 40 tooth, driven  M 10 

1x Gear 10 tooth, driver  M 10  

http://www.kapshop.com/ 

1x Gent clickPan Adjust 

1x Gent clickPan 
 

http://www.gentles.ltd.uk/clickpan/ 

1x Gent LED '032' remote shutter Optional for Sony A 6000 

1x Gent LED '021' remote shutter Optional for Nikon and Canon IR release 

1x Shutter servo  Optional Futaba (MG) S3117 or similar 

1x 360 Pan servo TowerPro Metal gear MM995 (modified) 

5x M3 machine screws 12mm and nuts 

1x Nylock M4 nut 

1x M4 machine screw 50mm 

3 x M4 nylon washers 

1 x Battery box & switch 

4 x Zip ties  

http://uk.rs-online.com/web/ 

3x AAA Panasonic 900 NiMH 

rechargeable battery 

Minimum 3v supply required. 


